
 

Why Your CRM is Not Enough 
You’re Only as Good as the Tools You Use 

 
 

The Right Tools 

 

The saying has been around for years: 

you’re only as good as the tools you 

use. When it comes to a Customer 

Success team, the tools used to 

support this important function should 

not be taken lightly given the amount 

of revenue that is on the line. 

When considering what resources to 

invest in, reflect on the purpose of your 

existing tools. Are they designed to 

deliver the ongoing value that SaaS 

businesses demand? Do they rely on 

gut-feelings or concrete data? Read on 

to learn why a CRM tool alone is not 

enough to ensure strategic long-term 

Customer Success.  

 

CRM ≠ Customer Success Platform 
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Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Tools are focused on opportunity 

management. These activities are typically manual and exist within accounts.  

Customer Success Management (CS) Tools are focused on engagement and 

lifecycle management. 

 

 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Tools are designed to manage 

workstreams based upon inputs (data entered by sales, ‘gut instinct.’) 

Customer Success Management (CS) Tools are designed to manage 

workstreams that combine data from external /internal platforms and rely on 

triggers (based upon fact; health scores NPS, usage data, etc.) 

What are you trying to 

accomplish -  managing a sales 

pipeline vs. managing a CSM’s 

or Account Manager’s 

workflow? 

 

What existing tools do you use? 

Do their applications integrate 

with your CRM?  

 

What functionality gaps have 

been identified within your 

CRM? 

FOCUS 

PURPOSE 

 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Tools support a relatively uniform sales 

process. Despite changes, most buyer journeys follow a similar path. 

Customer Success Management (CS) Tools support complex customer lifecycles. 

These can change in an instant…few customer journeys look identical. 

 

 

 

FUNCTION AREA 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Tools allow for task setting and 

assignment, but automated task creation is usually limited to date ranges. 

Customer Success Management (CS) Tools allow for automatic task setting 

on key data points like product usage over a period of time in your 

customer’s journey. 

 

TASK SETTING 

How ChurnZero Can Help  

 

Realizing you don’t have the right tools for the job? Contact us at 

churnzero.net to learn about the impact a real-time Customer 

Success platform can have on your organization.  Whether 

reducing customer churn and expanding current accounts, to 

increasing product adoption, ChurnZero’s dedicated CS platform 

has the power to optimize your customer experience.  

 

Questions to Ask Yourself 

 

https://churnzero.net/

